
CLOUD drop
A Land Lab Experiment: Urban Internet Spatial Typologies

Experiment Thesis:   Individual droplets are small communities that  
coalesce into the larger urban cloud. New urban forms need to be self-reliant 
but also connected to the global economy and community.  
This is CLOUD drop.  It takes our propensity to relate individually through the 
cloud and puts us into a physical space that is anchored to a community of 
people. 

St. Louis can become a leader on what that form may take and how it can
in�uence the lives of Americans across the country.

These �exible centers can be used for various typologies of exchange, and can 
be owned, leased, or rented by the day.  Professional, educational, and 
recreational exchanges can happen. For example, over time we envision a 
conversion from the typical o�ce space with 20 people stationed to 20 single 
station o�ces.  People are enabled to occupy the city block they dwell for more 
of the day, and to commute less. 

Experiment Purpose:  Develop and test an urban typology for power generation, storm water management, economic 
development, food systems, and especially, community engagement within the cloud. We propose a new form of urban identity, 
the CLOUD drop, which builds a multi-centered city in response to the Internet Age. Internet technology is constantly reshaping 
the way we interact at a personal level. Though we communicate with greater ease across ever-greater distances, we interact less 
frequently with those in closer proximity...unless the urban form adapts to encourage a greater density of social exchange.
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Experiment Background: 

The primary building result is a dense but low-lying mixed use habitation, where each urban 
living unit has a dedicated working center, which can be interchangeably a small market, deli, 
o�ce, or specialty store. This results in an increased amount of round-the-clock interaction, 
which has been proven to make cities safer through increased visibility of activities on the 
streets. The A-B-A-B concept of buildings and negative space required for each parcel enable 
increased natural light into living units, including cross breeze capable of conditioning the 
interiors during periods of low humidity. The negative spaces are established for personal 
food generation, and can be equipped so as to provide meaningful results.  Designed public 
space is a vital component to any new urban form. The freight drop stations coincide with 
increasing trends in Internet commerce, bringing more home delivery of goods on a daily 
basis. These stations are intertwined in public bicycle storage and bus stations.

Additionally, many of the low-cost, high value practices of sustainability are able to be 
implemented into this block prototype in a meaningful way. As proven by Postgreen 
Development in Philadelphia, the thermal properties of a sealed box drastically reduce 
energy consumption. This can exist in conjunction with rapid production through o�site, 
fabricated Structural Insulating Panels (SIPS), enabling these houses to be erected with 
reduced skilled labor and increased training opportunities. Solar energy generated on site 
may allow the building to be nearly net-neutral, and given current incentives and proper 
investment, energy production by city block could exist with distributed storage capacity.  
Water management through distrubuted collection and management provides opportunites 
for synergy with building programs and small scale agricultural plots.

With a reduced reliance on the automobile, the existing roadway will become available for 
other means of transportation that are not required for long distance. Rather than an
immediate change of the roads, the development allows instead for market conditions to 
determine the occupant's transportation needs. With increased observation of the 
streetscapes, the streets themselves become safer and more likely to encourage people to 
physically interact there. The extra space can be used by bicycle lanes, larger tree zones, 
benches, and walkers. Even onsite, the reduced usage of the automobile can be manifested 
into tandem parking, a lower usage of pavement area by reduced travel area. Perhaps, soon, 
automobile requirements will be reduced or eliminated altogether as reliance on other means 
becomes more prevalent.
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